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ABSTRACT 
THE USE OF A PANEL CODE ON HIGH LIFT 
CONFIGURATIONS OF A 
SWEPT FORWARD WING 
James Scott Scheib 
February 1986 
As part of a research project at the NASA runes Research 
Center, a study was done on high lift configurations of a 
g~neric swept forward wing using a panel code prediction 
rr.ethod. A survey was done of exi st i ng codes avai lable at 
Al'TleS, from which the program VSAERO was chosen. Tht~ 
results of VSAERO were compared with data obtained, when 
availabl,?, from the Ames 7- by IO-foot wi nd tunnel. The 
results of the comparison in lift were good (within 3.5%). 
The comparison of the pressure coefficients was also good. 
The pitching momen~ coefficients obtained by VSAERO were 
not in good agreement with experiment. This might be 
traced to VSAERO's tendency to overpredict the suction peak 
due to the sharp leading edge. VSAERQ's ability to predict 
drag is questionable and cannot be counted on for accurate 
trends. Further studies were done on the effects of a 
leuding edge glove, canarQs, leading edge sweeps and 
va:d.OllS wing twists on spanwi3e lOi"l,ding and trim lift with 
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encouraging results. An unsuccessful attempt was made to 
model spanwise blowing and boundary layer control on the 
trailing edge fIB? The potential results of VSAERO were 
compared with experimental data of flap deflections with 
boundary layer control to check the first order effects. 
The experimentally determined CLs with boundary layer 
control we~e higher than VSAERO, possibly due to jet flap 
effects. 
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CHAPTER 1 
Introduction 
In r.ecent years, interest in swept forward wings (S~~) 
has developed due to a.dvances in aeroelastic tayloring of 
composite stru.ctures. with the problem of aeroelastic 
divergence solved, the SFW is now a viable alternative to 
the conventional aft swept wing aircraft. Many advantages 
are hoped to be gained by usi.ng this configuration. Among 
them are lower trim drag at subsonic speeds, better low-
speed handling r higher volumetric efficiencies and lo".er 
wave drag. Recent studies of the high speed characteris-
tics of SifJCpt fonvard wings have verified that trim.med 
lift/crag ratios of a.ircra.ft having 51'1'1 configurat.i.ons can 
surpass those currently obtainable using ~ft swept wings 
A flight test program has been started by the Defense 
Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) ""~ th Grumman n to 
investigate flight handling qualities of an aircraft, the 
X-29, configured wi th a swept fon>laro •.•• Iing. 
As part of a long-range research effort in appli-
cations of povlered lift, .Ames Research Cent.er is 
investigating the application of powered lift devices to a 
generic swept forward wing configuration. Large and small 
w1nd tunnel tests will be made on the conf~guration. to not 
only evaluate the effectiveness of the pow0red lift devices 
used. but also to estah1 i sh vIell-documented. experimental 
1 
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data that can serve as verification for aerodynamic predic-
tion techniques which are now under development. AS part 
of this effort, panel codes are being used which are suffi-
ciently computer efficient to allow the user to look at 
many ccnfigurationsof a particular propulsion lift con-
capt. The panel codes provide information on ~hat aspects 
of the configuration show the most promise and are, there-
fore, most desirable to investigate further e::i:perimentdlly 
as ~ell as theoretically. This investigation utilizes one 
of these prediction techniques, VSAERO, in the study of 
aerodynamic parameters, eL, CD, CM and CPin high lift con-
fig~rations applied to the SFW. The project also included 
an evaluation of the applicability of the. technique itself . 
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CHAPTER 2 
Procedure 
Ch?ice of Prediction Technique 
Use of panel codes in preliminary design is rapidly 
. developing. Their accuracy in predicting potential results 
is good. However; improvement is still needed in modeling 
viscous effects, wake interference, jet effects and flow 
sep<lration. Th·~ programs available are currently extending 
their applications to powered lift and becoming more user 
oriented. 
The first task: of the project was to cheose frem somE! 
of the panel code programs available in industry. The 
codes considered fer this choice had f~atures which, for 
some problems, could simulate viscous and power effects. 
These include VSAERO, written by Analytical Methods Incor-
porated (A..'1I); PAN AIR, developed by Boeing and modified by 
General Dynamics; MCAERO, developed by McDonnell Douglas; 
and the Vought VAPE program. These codes were studied for 
applicability to the current study, evaluating SFW aero-
dynamics of aircraft concepts operating at low speed with 
high lift. They should also be able to incorporate canard 
and lifting device effects, as well as spanwise blowing and 
boundary layer control on the flaps. Addi tional featurc!s 
of utility and. economy are also important. 
3 
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The cores of the progratns are 3-D inviced panel 
methods. All have fi.rst. ordet" ,\:iscousjpo\<.er effects 
modeling options such as the integral models of boundary 
layers or jets in cross flo~l. They use sonrce and doublet 
distributions to model the flow over arbitra=y shapes. The 
"lay in which these flo.~ properties are distributed makes 
each program unique. 
PAN AIR is a higher order panel method which uses a 
piecewise constant source distributi0n Hnd a quadratically 
varyip-g doublet distribution. The term "higher order" 
1l1eanS that the panels in the PAN AIR codE: are brokel; down 
into subpanels. The!';e subpanels make it possible to match 
the edges of the neighboring panels with a higher degree of 
accuracy_ Matching the panel edges turns out to be very 
important when using a quadra-cically varying doublt,c,t di.s-· 
tribution. Any leaks between the panels caU3e the doublet 
and source strengths to become numerical:Ly unstable. 
MCAERO, VSAERO, and VAPE might all be considered lower 
order panel methods which require considerably less co~­
puting time. The difference between lower ana higher order 
is slightly obscured with VAPE and MCAERO. MCAERO uses a 
constant source and a quadratic doublet distribution. VA?E 
simulates the flow with a uniform sink and doublet distri-
bution. VSAERO uses a piecewise constant source and 
doublet distribution. 
The programs also differ in which .:.:ode they use in 
their 3-D potential calculations, what boundary layer 
4 
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theory is incorporated, and what wake and jet models are 
used. See Table 1 for a breakdown of the meth~ds. 
Table 1 
P~nel Code Programs Overvi~w 
VSAFRO 
----
Panel L.O 
Method 
Source Piecewise 
Doublet Source & 
Distri- Dblt 
butiolis 
3-D 
Potential 
Boundary Integr.al 
Layer Source 
Trans 
JET MODEL FEATl.N W":'STON 
Wake Iter ReI ,x 
Jet Wake 
PAN :'.IR 
H. o. 
Halsey 
Hess 
Pi.ece 
Source 
Quad ubI t 
Frandil-
Gluaret 
Integral 
\rmitefield 
RAXJET 
Uae-.:- Spec 
Jet v;ake 
MCAERO 
-~-
LoO. r·iCAIR 
S~rface 
P.M. 
Canst 
S...,urce 
Quad Dblt 
Bl.lst~ow 
Hawk 
Integ:-al 
AD~ER 
BAPON 
Jet Wake 
Only 
VAPE 
L.U. 
Hess. 
Uniform 
Sinr. & 
Dblt 
Whooler 
Fini.te 
DUf. 
St:cip 
WHOOLiZR 
WEST:jN AND 
TH1iM2S 
.:et Wc-.ke 
Only 
---._-
After careful consideration, VSAERO was chosen over 
t~e other three programs. The first two programs, VAPE 
and MCAERO, were e~iminated in part by their l~ck of avail-
':ibility at the tim~;!. Neither of these prog.t:a.ms \1ere 
working with any reliability 0n any of the NASA computers 
50 
6 
accessible at the start or this project. The l'emaining'two 
programs were the more established of tha four, and were 
" 
considered as the two main choices initi<-.lly. 
" 
VSAERO vs. PAN AIR 
When choosing VSAERO, onc of the considerations wns 
VSAERO's availability. There \.;as a 1000 panel version 
operational on both the -"0- by 80- wind tunnel I s local VAX 
co.rnputer and the NODE FW'J on NASA's central computer sys-
tern. TWo versions of VSAERO were on NASA's eray X-MP 
computer, a 1000 panel and a 3000 panel version. Because 
PAN AIR requi res more computer space than the VA.v.. co:nptlte!~s 
have available, its code was limited to the more expensive 
eray compute·x:. In general t PMoi ,;'!R \~aS i.l,ignific~H\tly more 
~xpensive per run than VSAERO. In the opinion of the 
author, it is not as important to havo 8 higher order panel 
method when running subsonically as it is for th0 sDp0r-
sonic case. PAN AIR was designed to handle both the 
subsonic Bnd supersonic case, whereas VSAERC was designed 
primarily for subsonic high lift applicstions and is con-
sieered as rel i,\bl~ as PAN AYR i.n that flight regimt':. 
-" 
Ancther major fact.or in the d(;cisinn to use VSAERO ""[ .. s 
• 
the fact that, at the time available far use, it had a wake 
relaxation routine. PAN AIR, which had only a user defined 
wake f was in the process of developing a sil~ti lar fent.ure 
for future use. On the SFW medel. canard w~kes play an 
. ':, important role in the wing IS ever-all li.ft. d:, st:c:.bution and 
stall characteristics. The wake relaxation rQutlne 
d .. ,~" . " .... .:' 
>, 
" 
accounts for canard wake interference effects. Cases run 
on VSAERO ran wakes off the trailing edges of the \ting and 
canard to model anunseparated flow~ or ideal case. Fer a 
separated flow v VSAERO has an option to specify a separated 
wake which can be pa.neled on the wing along the !3cparation 
line. 
A third factor in choosing VSAERO was the range in 
configurations which could be run with silnple changes in 
the input file. VSAERO has many features which allow the 
user to quickly change the geomet::-y of the panels. PAN AIR 
requires all corner points of all panels to be defined by 
the user. General Dynamics has written a preprocessor 
module to help the user create the large data fil~ requi r!?d 
by PAN liIH. For each di fferent coni iguration f a ::.epflrate 
run through the preprocessor is still required. VSAERO 
will generate most of the geometry using its internal 
geometry routing.. The geomet.ry of any VSABRO £.~l(= can be 
easily checked by setting the input variable MSTOP to two 
or three. This will terminate execution after generating & 
plot file of the geomet.ry or the geometry pI us tJake. 'l'hi s 
cut.s the computing tiri'le during the init.ia.l configuration 
layout to a few minutes pel rnn on the VAX.. The plotting 
routine t PL'fVSl'., alsc developed by .l' ... "11, is used to get 3 
picture of the configuration using one of the output files 
generated by VSAERO. This made VSABRO a more user friendly 
program for t~is .appl ication. 
i :",,,"'" .. " ... ~-" .. 
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The capability to handle thrusting jets such &5 span-
wise blowing and boundary layer control (BLe) on the flaps 
was another consideration studied. The method attempted in 
modeling BLe and blowing \~ould be to use the jet wake 
capabilities in PAN AIR, or the jet modeling or normal 
velocity options in VSAE~O. Although there has been some 
preliminary evaluation of this modeling by the developing 
companies, it was not knQ1.·m \-Ihich program would model the 
SFW powered lift devices with more accuracy, or if either 
could model the situation at all. None of the programs 
available had ever been used for this application. The jet 
wake routines included in these panel codes are designed 
for a jet in cross flow and do not allow for interaction 
bet.ween the lifting surface und the jet \~'ilke. 
From the foregoing considerations of the relative ease 
of ~se and computer efficiency, as well as relative 
treatme~t in modeling power and viscous effects, VSAERO was 
thought to pr.ovide the best chance for. success in this type 
of application. 
VSAERO 
VSAERO. developed by h'1I tis a program used for :::alcu-< 
lating the nonlinear aerodynamic characteristics of 
arbitrary configurations in subsonic flow. VSAERO uses a 
surface singularity panel method with quadrilateral panels 
and piecewise constant source and doublet singularities. 
Sources are solved directly from the external Neumann 
boundary condition solving the flOrmal. component of t.he 
" 
~ ....,~.. .+";,.~ 
a 
" .. ..:.""-~.--.- .... -.;.~ 
., 
" 
flow. Doublet values are solved by imposing the internal 
Dirichlet boundary condition of zero per.tur.bation potential 
at the centers of all the panels simultaneously, the 
gradient of the doublet di~~ifbuticn is used to obtain the 
surface perturbations velocities~ An iterative wake shape 
calculation procedure ~odels the effects of vortex 
separation and vortex/surface inte~action. An iterative 
loop, coupli ng pott."ntial flo"" and an integral boundary 
layer calculation, tr~ats the effect of viscosity. 
The program is designed for high lift configurations 
of complete aircraft, including wi~gSt bedies t tailplanes, 
fins,~slats, ~lotted flaps, powered nacelles, etc. It can 
be run in a symmet.r ie or asymmetric conf iCjurc"tion along th€> 
X-Y plane. A simulated ground plane can be defined along 
the X-Z plane at Y equal to zero. Nonzero normal-velo-
cities can be specified for inflow or outflow from 
specially defined panels. Vortex sheet wakes representing 
the shear between the jet and local velocities can be 
attached to represent powored nacelles. Surfa~e and off 
body streamlines and velocity surveys can be requested. 
'1\.'0 integral boundary layer calculation options are pro-
vided in a viscous/potential iteration coupling. The 
program generates a plot file of the geometry and aero-
dynamic data as well as an output file of ' the data. 
9 
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Configurations Studi~d 
The choice of the wing to be modeled was based on the 
wind tunn~~ test configuration in the NASA Ames 7~ by 10-
foot wind tunnel of the SFW semispan model. The complete 
layout of the test is shown in Figures 1 and 2. It was 
hoped that this test would provide a good data base for the 
project.. The symmetric airfoil has a 5% thickness-t.o-chord 
ratio, with a 30° negative leading edge s\veep.See Table 2 
for the wing geometry. Spanwise blowing and BLe flaps were 
incorporated in the model. The model has both leading and 
trailing edge flaps on the main wing, as well as an 
optional leading edge glove. The capabili ties of the model 
are listed in Table 3. 
The two canards for the wind tunnel model were also 
used in this project, although wind tunnel data is not yet 
available for wing and canard configurations. Canard 1 is 
41% of the wing area, while Canard 2 is 30% of the wing 
area. Both canards have a 45<> leading edge sweep and a 
symmetric 4% thickness airfoil. They are also able to be 
deflected up to 30 D with r~spect to the'wing, ~nd moved to 
three longitudinal positions. For canard specifications, 
see Tables 4 and 5. 
The wind tunnel test was run at a dynamic pressure of 
25 PSP, which corresponds to a velocity of 145 fps 
(M~ch 0.13). All ~onfigurations were run at angles of 
attack from -5" to 45". The wind tunnel. test ran 
cases of wing alon~ and wing/glove combinations. 
.,;. 
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Swept For ... ard Wing Specifications 
Area (exposed) 
Semi span 
L.E. sweep 
T.B. s~~ep 
Aspect rat-.io 
Tap~r ratio 
Root chord 
Tip chord 
Mean aerodynamic chord 
Dihedral 
Twist 
Airfoil section 
Table 3 
706.98 sq. in. 
35.67 in. 
-30" 
•• 43.8° 
3.6 
0.49 
26.64 in. 
13.00 in. 
20.61 in. 
0 0 
0° 
64A005 
Seven- by Ten-Foot S~!ept Forward Hing 
Hodel Capabilities 
~rn"x ~§~e of attack range 
Trailing edge flap 
deflectio" s 
Leading edge flap 
deflections 
Canard deflections 
Spanwise blowing angles 
Spanwise blowing location 
Canard location 
Leading edge glove 
Canard config~~ation 
30 psf 
-15 0 < < 45 Q 
15", 30°, 45° 
15 0 , 30° 
0, +5°, +15°, +30° 
0, =30°,--40° 
3 positions (see Fig. 1) 
3 positions 
on/off 
Canard 1, Canard 2, 
no canard 
13 
>, 
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Table 4 
Canard 1 G,~ometry Specif:,cations 
Area 
Span 
I •• E. sweep 
T.E. sweep 
Root chord 
Tip chord 
Aspect ratio 
Taper ratio 
Dihedral 
Twist 
Airfoil section 
Mean aerodynamic chord 
'l'able 5 
29 0 • 28 sq • in. 
17.01 in. 
45'" 
10.7° 
24.00 in. 
10.13 in. 
2.0 
.42 
3 0 
0'" 
64A004 
17.96 in. 
Canard 2 Geometry Specifications 
----_._-------------
Area 
Span 
L.E. sweep 
T.E. sweep 
Root chord 
Tip chord 
Aspect ratio 
Taper ratio 
Dihedral 
Twist 
Airfoil section 
Mean aerodynamic chord 
210.52 sq. in. 
12.13 in. 
45'" 
-35 0 
27.67 in. 
7.04 in. 
1.4 
.25 
3° 
0° 
64A004 
19.41 in. 
----------
14 
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Configurations studied were these of \?ariOU5 combinations 
of flap settings, boundary layer control on the trailing 
edge flap, and spanwise blowing. The model will be 
rescheduled to run in a 7- by IO-foot wind tunnel so the 
full range of its capabilities can be tested, including 
testing with the canards and split flap configu=ations. 
Once the experimental results were compared to the 
theoretical resul·ts of VSAERO, continued studies were done 
to look at the effect of wing twists and different sweeps 
on the spanwise loading and trim lift. The ~ffect of the 
canards and canard location was also considered when 
examining spanwise loading and trim 11ft. 
Since VSAERO gives a solution for potential flow with 
only moderate allowance for boundary layer flow separation 
effects, VSAERO calculations were thought to be a gcod 
measure of expected performance of o. \"j.ng at la'" angles of 
attack with BLe on the trailing adge flap. It should be 
stressed that at the time of thi~ investigation there was a 
concentrated effort underway by NASA to update VSAERO in 
order to more accurately simulate effects of flow separa-
tion and to model power-induced aerodynamic 
characteristics. Because of the experimental nature of the 
available code changes, it was decided not to use them for 
this project .• 
An attempt.:o model the first order effects of sp<l.n-
wise blowing ~nd BLe were also made using an angle of 
att&ck of Sa and a trailing edge flap deflection of 30°. 
15 
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During this phase of the inveztigation~ the output of 
VSAERO \'1as matched to experim<:mtal results to find the best 
representation of the power induced effects. 
Paneling the Swept Forward Wing 
Th~ basic swept forward wing was first paneled in the 
clean configuration. Node points were placed at the 20% 
and 70% chord positions which locate the leading and 
trailing edge flap positions. These nodes can be used to 
rotate the flaps about the unit normal vector, which is 
along the flap hinge line. See Figure 3 for node card 
placement on wing geometry. Although VSAERO will bend the 
flap for the user, it was thought better to define the 
flaps manually due to VSAERO's tendency to deform the wing. 
The coordinates of the flap settings we~e calculated using 
a short program. Seven different. fi les VJere created, whicii 
included the four trailing edge flap settings and the three 
leadirg edge flap positions. A final file was created of 
the leading edge glove coordinates, which were input onto 
the original file to model the wing/glove configuration. 
These coordinates could be arranged into any configuration 
desi~ed. 
The main wing's axis origin was placed at the leading 
edge of the root chord, which was also the origin of the 
global coordinate system. with VSAERO, positive X is 
streamwise and positive Z is vertical. All moments were 
taken about X location of the quarter chord position of the 
mean aerodynamic chord. 
16 
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Oata points for both canarCls were then input, and 
" copied onto the original file to create three main files. 
These include wing alone, wing plus canard one, and wing 
" 
plus canard t.10. For.:l paneled representation of the three 
configurations with wake roll up, see Figures 4, 5, and 6. 
The cCl.n;:~T.d.s were made separate components, ~;]i th the origins 
of the c·:mlponent axes at wha'c would be the pivot point of 
the canard on the semispan model. with this setup, the 
canards can be scaled, rotat?d and moved with respect to 
their own a.xes I as ... lel1 as the main wing I s axes. 
A situation which could not be studied was the canard 
wake interference effect when the canard was at a high 
anglc of att.ack. !n these positiens the canard wake pasaed 
c.ircctly th1:ough the rnain ~~iing. This condition is not 
accepted by VSAERO and the solution diverses. To 2.voic 
til is, t.he ~oTake VIa L def i ned to pa.ss under the 'tJi:19 and then 
relaxed. When the wake was relaced it again moved into the 
main '..ring and t.h'~ solution diver'~·ed.. ?be 5c::.rne situation 
arose when the wake WClS d€;fint~d to flo,,' over the \. .. ing. 
Because of this, the canards were li~ited to an angle of 
attack of 5 D with respect to the main wing. 
t'then deflecting the tra.;.ling edge £l2.p at angles up to 
/ 
45 G, a. ~l";:tbod to model the separation .vas n~'eded. The use 
of VSAEH.O has rna,,}, options in defining a separat.>?d ~oli.l.k8. 
The three rtI(1in t:-·[X~S of wakes are a regular wake, a 
separated wake, ~nd a jet wake. All three can be fixed or 
relaxed using the iterative wake relaxing routine. How 
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these wakes are paneled on to the \-1ing is also very 
important to the fi.nal results. A study,vns made of these 
various options in the hope of finding the best method of 
paneling this situation 6 See Appendix A fer an explanation 
of how the best combination of wake and wake pattern was 
ch05en. 
Because VSAERO isa 3-D potential flow program, at an 
angle of attack greater than ISO the viscous iteration 
capabilities of the program were to be employed in modeling 
the boundary layer build-up and separation. However, with 
such a thin wing and sharp leading edge, VSAERO will c~lcu­
late very high pressure coefficients at the leading edge, 
or suction pea!;.. Thi.s will cause the boundary layer module 
to assume the \"ing has separatiot: "ilmost, immediately \-'1ith 
no turbulent leattachruent. Once the boundary layer routine 
predicts ser<':rat i on, t~1C d i. !:;pl acerrlt~?nt th j ckn~-?ss i s assur~l~:d 
constant for the remainder of the path down stream. 
Because this is not an accurate representation of the 
boundary layer, all viscous data is questionable. For this 
reason, no viscous iterations were run. 
It should be noted that this is a problem of all panel 
methods unless a more accurate flow model of the separated 
flow regime is avai lable. Three dimensional p.:)tcntial 
programs in general will give the same high pr2ssure coef-
ficients at the leadinq edge. Without the use of the 
viscous iteration option, it was not possible to obtain any 
data on when separation may occur or where the separation 
!'l , ..... :,. ' .. 
22 
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line exists. VSAERO also cannot model the advent of a 
leading edge vortex which occurs at higher angles of 
attack. 
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CHAPTER 3 
Discussion and Results 
Determining the applicabi.lity of the panel code to the 
swept forward wing was one of the goals of t.he report. 'The 
wing was chosen because experimental data '."as c;xpect:=d that 
could be used as a data base. From this, the bounds of 
validity of the program could b~ predicted. The parameters 
studied in the Wing Performance section were lift, drag, 
pitching moment and pressure coefficients. The two con-
figurations used in the initial comparison were the clean 
configuration with and without. the leading edge glove. 
Figures 7 through 18 contain the results of the wing per-
fonnance analysis. 
One of the param@ter~ that thj~ study investigated was 
the trin lift of the swept forward wing. The focus of this 
section was on the wing alone configuration. The effects 
of the canards were also looked at; however, until experi-
mental data is obtained on canard interference effects, the 
accuracy of VSAERO's. wake interference predictions is 
unknown. The parameters studied were lift and pitching 
moment coefficients. Figures 19 and 20 present the results 
for this section. 
Figures 21 through 26 contain the results of the 
Spanwise Loading section. This section studied the effects 
of leading edge sweep and canard interference effects on 
24 
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the local lift distribution. The Spanwise Loading section 
, \ 
also examined the effects of wing twists and the leading 
'2dge qloVE!. 
The Spanwise Blowing and Boundary Layer Control 
sections use the wing alone configuration with a 30° 
trailing edge flap setting to study VSAEROosvarious 
opti.ons in 1<:ode1iog powered lift. 'Ihi s configuration was 
placed at an angle of &ttack of 5. Figures 27 and 28 
present the spanwis8 blowing results. Figures 29 and 30 
'V present the results of the Boundary Layer Control section. 
H.ing P'::rformance __ H ________ _ 
In Fisures 7 an~ 8 it is shown that VSAERO predicts 
lift fa.irly "Jell, up to ~n ",ngle of cltt;'lck of 1S"'. In the 
linear regien cf the experimental f0sults, the p~ogram 
slightly underpredicted experimental results. \'Sj.\ERO C1.1 ::~o 
underpred~cted experimental ~e~ults when the leading edge 
strake, or glove, is attached. The slopes were very accu-
rate, with an error of 3.5% in both cases. A~ove 150 VSAERO 
overpredictA and the solution diverged. 
'l'he comparis~)n of the drag cCE:'fficients '.'Jas made even 
though it was realized that t ht> ... ~ '\.,- val ues calculat.ed by \lSr.l::PO 
are questionable. VSAERO's method of calculating drag ~s 
to utilize a pressure integration around each section. The 
results are those of in0uced drag only with ~o viscous 
" 
corrections. Because the ~ing chosen has only a 5i 
thickness-to-chord rcltio, ~he CPs calculated by VSAERO at 
" 
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the leading edge are very high. TM.s causes the CDs to be 
even more unreliable. When \d. s com:, iterntions are run, the 
re~ults are inconsistent and can be as much as an order of 
magnitude greater than results without. the iterations. 
This was taken into consideration and the values obtained 
from VSAERO were used only to obtain trends. The results 
from Figures 9 and 10, with and without the leading edge 
glove respect! vely, follow t.he trends well. Hm';ever f the 
values are low. 
For pitching moment coefficient comparison, the moment 
was taken aboul the X location of the quarter chord of the 
mean aerodynamic chord at. the plane of symmetry. In the 
by 10-foot wind tunnel test, all forces and moments we~e 
measured at the leading edge root without the glove 
-, 
,-
installed. The results from VS.zl.ERO for CluJ were transferred 
to the leading edge root for comparison with experir,lent. 
When the experimental results for the wing alone configura-
tion were linearized, the comparison of the s~ope with 
VSAERO was off considerably (see Figure 11). 'fhe experi-
mental results for the wing/glove configuration were fairly 
linear! with the slope differing from VSAERO by 32% (seoe 
Figure 12). 
The pressure coefficients were compared at three wing 
stations: 5%, 45% and 90% semispan positions" An angle of 
attack of sD was chosen for comparison. With no flap 
deflections, BLC or spanwise blowing the prog~am compares 
well with experime~t. The program consistently 
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underpredicted the negative pressures over the upper 8ur-
face and t.he positive pressures on the 1.-wer surface. The 
biggest discrepancy came at the leading edge where VSAERO'S 
\ . 
values for CP are very high. See Pigures 13 t.hro\!gh 18 for 
pressure coefficient comparisonc. 
The discrepancies in the pressure coefficient.~ may 
indicat.e why t.he pitching mOlnent comparison was off. The 
pressure coefficients matched fairly closely at the 
trailing edge of the airfoil, then diverged toward the 
leading edge. This may have caused the theoretical results 
to underpredict the positive pitching moment obtained in 
the experiment. purther study may show that. this may again 
be traced to the sharp leading edge of the airfoil as the 
cause of the discrepancy. The accura~y of experimental 
pressure data at the leading edge may also he investigated. 
Trim Lift Calculations 
T~e lift at trim of the model was compared with exper-
imental results from the 7- by lO-foot wind tunnel test. 
From Figures 11 and 12 in the previous section, it can be 
seen that VSA2RO's ability to predict pitching moment is 
questionable. The experimental res'Jlts ar~ prel im:..nary and 
some final corrections may be made. There may be some free 
stream dynamic pressure variation along the span as well as 
some additional tunnel corrections. 
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Varying the leading edge s\>Jcep will alter the lift 
nee~ed to trim the aircraft. with each change in sweepr 
the coordinatt"s of the mo;:nent center were moved to the new 
z: posit.ion of t.he mean aerodynaI'.1ic chord for a -30 0 s'lleep. 
Figure 19 shows the variation of trim lift with leading 
edge sweep. 'As the leading edge s;.-;eep becomes more nega-
tive, the slope decreases. This is expected as the wing 
root carries more of tt.=: load. Por a -30 0 s'1<'eep, the slope 
i5 approximately zero, as it should be for a syrmnetric wing 
with moments taken at the r~c. 
In Figure 20, the effects on lift a~d pitching moment 
of Canards 1 and 2 are 8hm"1O. Both canards ef fecti vely 
reduce the overall lift produced by the ,main wing and 
inci:c·aSG the slop~ of the curve. Cunard 1, \>1i th the larger 
relative area. had the 9r~ater effect on the results, 
~nwise Lc::t9in9 
With the aft swept wing it is desirable to unload the 
tip due to its ti~ stall characteristics and to achieve a 
more ellipti/:al distribution. To achieve this, a vling 
twist to reduce tip loading at a given angle of attack or a 
" ... 'ashout" is somet,imes eluployed. With the SF\'; t the 
opposite is true. The wing root needs to be unloaded due 
to its root stall characteristics. 'I'here a.re several w(':.ys 
to unload the reoL. One is to washout the root with the 
proper spanwise t~iat. Another method is to put a leading 
edge strake or glove at the wing root. putting a close 
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coupled canard into the configuration will also unload the 
root by reducing the angle of flow into the inboard sec-
tion. Changing the leading edge sweep is another way'of 
altering the spanwise loading. These four methods of 
altering the lift distribution ,>lere studied and compared to 
experi.mental results. Another rn(~thod of altering the lift 
distribution is to incorporate a split flap configuration. 
A split flap configuration was tried; however, the results 
were not included due to the lack of experimental data for 
comparison. Figures 21 through 26 show the spanwise varia-
tion of lift in terms of (Cl)(c)/(CL) C at an angle of 
attack of 5°. 
The effects of the leading edge glove on the clean 
configuration were to unload the entire wing by about c% 
(Figut'<2 21). 
The effect ()f sv.?e(::£> on t.he 1ift ciistribution is sho\Jn 
in Figure 22. The leading edge s~eep with the most ellip-
tical distributio' came at 0°, wh£ch is to be expected. As 
the negative s'","eep\<las increased, the wing loading became 
less elliptical.' 
Several twist variations were computed in order to 
optimize the lift distribution (see Figure 23). Of the 
combinations, a root incidence of _2° and a total difference 
of 2° incidence b0tween the root and tip compared best with 
the elliptical di~~tribution. ,l\n elliptical distribution is 
desirable to lower the induced d~ag of the airfoil. 
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Effect of Twist V(1riations Oil Spamliise Loading 
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~l,'llhe effect~ of canard interf(o;rence on ';-'ing loading 
r:~ were also exa~nined, although no expecimental data \V'erG 
r:;' 
~. available for cornpariaon. The results of VShERO look 
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canard in the configuration. From Figure 24, it can be 
seen that both canards unload the ~~ing root ~ Nhile loading 
up the center and tip of the span. ~lis is the effect of 
the dowr:iwash from the canard caused by the vortex reducing 
the local angle of attack. Wi th a swept fon-lard wing 
unloading the l:Oot may reduce its root stall <:haracteris--
tics. Of the two canards, the larger canard (Canard I) 
unloads the root to a greater extent. Whe •. canard locatio" 
is examined, the effect is greater as the cana.re is moved 
closE,r to the wing {see Figures 25 and 26}. 
~anYJi~;e .Al.~l>!ing 
The options for the BLC fl&p and the spar.wise blowing 
were to ~ither havA a jet wake or to have normal velocities 
coming from the panels. The following approaches were used 
in an attempt to model the~. All were unsuccessfu: and the 
results are not presented. 
The jet. wake routi ne fal led in modeling the BLC on the 
trailing edge flap due to program l!mitations. The program 
was not designed for this type of application. 'Ihe program 
is set up for circular jets not a slot for blowing, causing 
the result to be unacceptable. 
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The normal velocity option also proved ineffective for 
the BLC. This did not model a blown flap but. a panel lIIith 
a very high negative pressure coefficient. This cscsed the 
pressure data to be very unstable at the blowing velocities 
used in the wind tunnel tests. 
Three different methods were ~tt(±mpted in modeling the 
spanwise blowing. The first met.hod ""as a t~'pe three panel 
or Neumann patch; which was defined at the r~flection plane 
and was 91 'len a normal velo(:i ty to blo\~ over the wing. 
Another attempt at spanwise blowing was made with the jet 
\olake module.. The jet wake \,las defined by creating a com-
ponent above the \,;1ing root. The entire gec.'11ctry was then 
rotated in~o the x-z plane because the jet wak~ can only be 
defined to go vertically. Panels were defined along the 
ne\~,l refl~~ction pla.ne, the X'-l:~ plane: and the" v~,akf;; was 
stitch(:~t.1 on. '1"\he jet wake \t-lc~S thr:;n r,:)t~:;.tl~d t~:" bl(y~~~ span-
wiSt." (S>;;;c Figure ""1 q \ 
..::.! .'" 'Ii principal. rt;~()son f \,)!" th~·' lctck of 
sUcces~) for thi s approach is prob.bly the lack in modeling 
the entrctinment e!~ects of the jel over the wing by the jet 
\~ake module. 
A final attempt to model the sp~nwise blowing was to 
panel a solid body in the empiricnl trajectory of ~he jet 
~ake as cRlculatef by VSAERO. Normal velocities were then 
specified on the leading edge of this solid wake as an 
[J.ttempt. to simulat.e t.he entrainment.. As the solid wa\:.e 
passed over the trailing edge of the flap. it was stopped 
and a regular wake was stitched on (see Figure 281. 
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It '.'Ias noted, when viscous iterations were abandoned t 
t.hat the potential flo"J' over the flap might approximate a· 
wing with powered lift devices. A comparison of VSAERO's 
results with those obtained with BLe in the wind tunnel is 
sno .. m on Figures 29 and 30. From the figures r it can b.,.<;: 
seen that the results of the wind tunriel test, which 
incorporated only BLe, were higher than those obtained from 
VSAERO. From t.he nonlineari ty of the experimental results t 
it can be assumed that some jet flap effects may have 
occurre~. The experimenters believe that final calcula-
tions of the blowing quantity will put the experimental 
values of flap blowing in the super circulation range which 
the e}:i sti ng vel'S i on of VSAERO noes not lnocl\"l without the 
propel jet er.trainment simlll",tion . 
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CHAPTER ~ 
Concl usi.ons . 
'.J 
After comparing the experireental results of the semi-
spa.n model to the theoretical results of VSA:GRO. several 
conclusions can be made. The applicubility ofVSAERO 
depends on what the user expects to simulate with it. 
VS~.ERO \~ill account for most aspects of the configuration 
in the linear, unseparated flow range. Howev~rr once sepa-
ration becomes a factor, more sophisticated flow modeling 
must be used and, when possible, installed in the code. 
Sc;:\e limitations of VSAE.RO we::e encountered durinq 
this investigation. The most restricti~e limitation was 
the icability of VSAERO to handle the $harp le0ding edge of 
the airfoil. Beca:JsE., of this, it \·Jas not possible to rUll 
boundary layer calculations and viLcolls iterations. It 
limited the use of the experimental data to angles of· 
attack bela,;] 15° or, otherwise I test concli t.ions that ',,"ere 
shown to produce little or no separated areas on the model~ 
For the same reason, it was also not possible to calculate 
accurate streamlines and separation lines. 
The lack of a sufficient model for the boundary layer 
control flap and the spanwise blowing was another limi-
tation. In additio~, the restriction in attitude and the 
lack of experimenta~ results limited the study of rilose 
coupled canard induced effects. 
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t'1hen compared to exper iment, VSAERO was accurate ill 
predicting lift and pressure coefficients at the lower 
angles of attack. Up to 15", VSAERO predicted .the lift 
curve slope to within 3.5%. The pressure coefficients 
compared favorably with those of experiment, with the 
trends following closely. Pitching moment coefficients did 
not match as \>;ell as was hoped. This might be' traced to 
the sharpness of the leading edge. The drag calculations 
are only 6apable of givin~ the user general trends and 
restricted the study of the overall drag predictions. 
The results of the trim lift investigation are ques-
tionable. VSAERO's ability to predict the pitching moment 
of the experimental swept forward wing was not good. 
However, the trends may be assumed to be corr~ct. The 
effects of the leading edge sweep and th8 canards were also 
examined, with encouraging results. 
The results from the investigation of spanwise loading 
were favorable. The program showed the trends one would 
expect by cha~ging wing sweeps, leading edge strake and 
wing twists. The canard induced effects also followed what 
would be expected, with the wing root being unloaded. 
An attempt at modeling the spanwise blowing and 
boundary layer control was also made, although with little 
success. At the t.ime, the options available for modeling 
the powered lift devices were limited. There is an effort 
now at NASA to update VSAERO to simulate the effects of 
power indu~ed aerodynamics. 
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Developing a method to mc~del the separation of the 
trailing edge flap was important if a correct: represen-
tation of the flap performance was to be obtained. If the 
separation is not modeled F VSAERO wi'll aS5m'lle potential 
flow over the flap and the resulting answer will be opti-
misti.c. For the development of the wake t an angle of 
attack of five degrees and a trailing edge flap deflecti6n 
of thirty degrees were chosen. 
Initially, a jet wake was stitched on running clock-
wise enclosing the flap. This puts the inside of the jet 
wake on the flap itself and the freestream as the outside. 
With a jet wake, velocities on the inner and outer surface 
of the ;'!ilke have to be specified. No \,;ake iterations were 
specified unti~ a good match could be made between the 
specified inner and outer velocities and the resulting 
velocities calc~lated by VSAERO. 
The init_le.i rEsults were not -encouraging and a bett.er 
definition of the wake path was s~ecified. The wake was 
paneled to go parallel with the strearnwise axis off the 
flap hinge line and trailing edge. The wake lines off the 
root and tip were then splayed to fill the gap. This 
definition of the wake trajectory became the standard 
initial geometry. 
Although the result~ of the jet wake model were 
improved by the rie',.; wake trajectory, ti1(~ pressure coef-
ficients on the flap crossed over to where the pressure O~ 
the Im;1er- ~llrface was less than all thc:= upper surf ace. 
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Several differen'!: veloel ty ratios were tr:'ed between the 
inner dnd outer surface of the wake, but a satisfactory 
anrwer could nct be achieved. It was speculated that to 
get a good answer, the velocity ratio of each wake column 
would have to boa specified. The time and work needed to do 
ti1at was J?rohibi ti va. 
The next wakt~ type tried was the Type 3 wake or the 
separ a ted Tflake. t'ihen the initial splayed wake ~~as stitched 
on, the results from this type of wake were considerably 
10lATer than measured and previous VSAERO calculations. The 
pressure coefficient crossover on the flap was also-
generated using this con[ ~.guration. The next wake pattern 
tried with iJ. Type 3 wake was two sepa.r.ate wakes running 
spanwise, with no splayed IrJakes at the root_ or tip. The 
results of this were basically the same, ~ith an under-
estimot}.on of the Lrue Ii [t. Relaxing the wake had little 
effect c~.n t.he res';;.lt. 
A 1 egula.r Type 1 wake waS then stitched on in the 
initial splayed wake configuration and in the double wake 
spanwise configuration. The Type 1 wake was consistently 
high. The pressure coefficient crossover was cilso present. 
With the three wake types tried, a satisfactory answer 
was not obtained. A combination of wake types V3S modeled 
next. A rrype 3 sepa.rated ~<ake was sti tched on the hing~ 
line and a regular wcike was stitched on the trailing edge 
at the d0flecticn angle. This model gave good results, 
with no pressure coefficient crossover. With this mo~rt. 
." 
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viscous iterations were specified tmt proved to be 
inaccu.rat.e" Since the viscous iterations proved to be 
inaccurate~ no ,.'iscous calculations were done and the wake 
was allmied t.o relax. 
The combinatior! of Types 1 and 3 wakes " .. a.s chosen as 
the besL~ay to model the separated v;ake based on these 
results. 
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